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Mumbai is always hot. 


The humid heat sticks to you like a second skin.


In Mumbai the air is heavy and I feel myself a stranger.


I look around me for something similar to the other cities where I have lived in, New York, Mi-

ami, San Francisco, all different from Milan, my hometown.


My husband work for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and I have followed him everywhere since 

the children grew up.


The days spent abroad are for a couple of years, interspersed with some trips back home, to 

spend time again with children, relatives and friends.


Since I have to part often, I have learnt to detach myself.


I have learnt that objects are only objects.


And distance lends enchantment to bonds and smoothens the rough edges.


With time, I have specialized in ‘arrivederci’ but have not got used to ‘adieu’


Before leaving for Mumbai. I was forced to bid farewell to Spike, the siamese who had been 

my companion of 20 years.


This time it was he who had gone far away on a journey of no return.


He, who in all these years, waited patiently for me, who in all this years remained at home as 

a faithful custodian, is no more.


Since I arrived in Mumbai with a heart lined with sadness, aware of his absence which 

weighed like a rock.


Probably, I associate his loss with this City , and the melancholy and pain made me feel more 

estranged and even more unwelcome.


Mumbai eludes description: the misery and the luxury exist side by side, postmodern and di-

lapidated baroque architecture compete with each other for attention.


You need to raise your eyes to the sky to find breathing space. Here the leaden shades of the 

grey skies, during the monsoons, meet with the fronds of one of the many majestic trees.   


But the land is crowded, desolate and filthy. It’s overflowing with people who cannot travel by 

auto and who fill the footpaths. 


All around there is the noise of the honking, the screeching of brakes, the acrid and suffocat-

ing odor of exhaust fumes.


I can not perceive the spiritual aura which Westerners generally associate with life in India, 

and I feel deeply uncomfortable in front of the social inequalities




Knowing that one month’s salary of a maid or a driver is the same as an evening at a Pizzeria 

in Italy, embarrasses me.


I don’t know if I can find my place in this City.


Or when I’ll be able to restrain the pain facing of a poor child who looks at me from the other 

side of the street.


Probably our stay here will be over before I get used to all this.


And actually the knowledge that we are all just passing through, makes me desist from taking 

a cat.


Spike was a Milanese cat, which had grown up with me and my children, with time he be-

came a friend and a member of the family.


Sinuous and thin like all Siamese cats, curious as only a cat can be, with alternating moments 

of laziness with bursts of hyperactivity. 


Spike frequented every nook and corner of the house, every tile had felt his stealthiness. The 

numerous years spent together helped to know each other, to cultivate and built a special 

rapport in time, which only someone who has been fortunate to have an animal would under-

stand.


For these reasons I do not want to bring a cat here: I did not want to subject him to the dis-

comfort of an air travel  and to be transported who knows where, did not then want to leave 

him in Milan, in a house which I visit rarely and which will not be his.


Therefore, not be able to have a real cat in flesh, bones, fur, and purr, I decided to sculpt one.


In San Francisco I had approached sculpture and ceramics and I followed courses modeling 

on paper mache.


Here in India I started to create sculptures with paper. They are light but resistant and can be 

easily moved to store then. Hence, I started preserving the copies of the Mumbai Mirror after 

reading it. Then I tear of the pages,  reduce them in pieces, mix them with water and other in-

gredients, to obtain the suitable paste.


The first sculpture figured an elephant. I like the idea of the contrast between lightness and 

heaviness and the presence of an elephant, although fake, in the living room, made me happy.


Then I made a cat, which I tried to create in the likeness of Spike. My hand still remembered 

his profile, caressed and petted who knows how many times. It was not difficult to reproduce 

it, and which I made the models, I though of all the forms of Spike, when he arched his back, 

scared of someone or something; when he stretched himself pointing his front pows and rais-

ing his impertinent brown tail. I remembered him curled in  repose of which I would like to 

know the dreams, smiling at the image of his mouth open wide in a leonine yawn. I turned my 

head to search for his whiskers, in the memory of all the times that he would climb up to the 

hollow of my shoulders and from there. in a concert of purrs,  observing the world with his 

large blue look.


After the first sculpture, with the hands, heart and eyes still heavy with images of Spike, I cre-

ated other sculptures. Now I have about 20 cats around me. The Mumbai mirror has dedicat-

ed a small article to me, called Cat Woman. I, more than the Batman tune, hum the refrain of 

the song: “ 44 cats in a row for 6 with a remainder of 2”. 


And finally I smile.


